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Introduction: The residual south polar cap      
(RSPC) of Mars constitutes a 1–10 m thick deposit of          
CO2 ice that sits atop the dusty water ice layers of the            
planet’s south polar layered deposits (SLPD) [1]. The        
RSPC persists through each southern summer as       
seasonal CO2 frost sublimates away, leaving a       
high-albedo CO2 ice cap that is thought to be stable on           
decadal timescales. Small exposures of water ice have        
also been observed around the margins of the RSPC,         
though it is unclear whether they constitute an        
uppermost layer of the SPLD or annealed seasonal        
water ice [2, 3]. 

The upper surface of the RSPC is riddled with         
erosional pits and troughs that often divide isolated        
mesas and plateaus to form characteristic      
morphologies such as “Swiss cheese” and “fingerprint”       
terrains. Using a 12 m/px mosaic of Context Camera         
(CTX) images from the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter       
(MRO), Thomas et al. (2009) [1] mapped morphologic        
units across the surface of the RSPC (Fig. 1) and          
reported on their spectral characteristics as identified in        
hyperspectral visible-to-near-infrared data gathered by     
the Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer     
for Mars (CRISM) [4]. Here we expand upon that         
initial spectral investigation with improved image      
processing, evaluation of new observation sites, and       
comparison to the additional units mapped by Thomas        
et. al in 2016 [5]. These findings will be used to inform            
future spectral modeling intended to constrain the       
composition and grain size of various units in the         
RSPC. 

Previously Mapped Units: The four morphologic      
units of the RSPC mapped by [1] are summarized as          
follows: A0 isolated mesas ~10 m thick with circular         
erosional depressions (Fig. 2); A1 extensive mesas       
~8 m thick with asymmetric erosional depressions, A2       
extensive plateaus ~6 m thick with elongated erosional        
depressions (“Fingerprint’ terrain); and B deposits      
~1 m thick which were emplaced after erosion of A         
units and display a variety of surface morphologies.        
Additionally, many instances of “downwasted”     
material displaying low albedo and small-scale      
vermicular texture were mapped as unit Dw (e.g., area         
north of A0 mesa in Fig. 2A). 

Methods: Spectral radiance data for five CRISM       
Targeted Reduced Records (TRR3s) were processed      
using the CRISM Analysis Toolkit (CAT) 7.4 plugin        

for ENVI 5.5 image analysis software [6]. After        
retrieval from the Planetary Data System (PDS), the        
TRR3s were converted to I/F (spectral radiance       
divided by solar radiance) before Lambertian      
photometric and volcano scan atmospheric corrections      
were applied. Finally, the resulting spectral cubes were        
map projected and ice summary parameters calculated       
[7]. This processing workflow improves the      
determinations of surface spectral variability from the       
preliminary ones presented in [1], which were taken        
from pre-processed I/F products sourced directly from       
the PDS without further atmospheric correction.  
 

 
Figure 1: Morphologic units of the RSPC as mapped         
by [1] over a CTX image mosaic for southern summer          
of Mars Year 28. Footprints of evaluated CRISM        
observations (320° < Ls < 338°) are given by yellow          
outlines; color fill indicates primary unit present.  
 

Regions of interest (ROIs) consisting of at least 10         
pixels were delineated for each processed observation       
to capture particular morphologic or albedo features in        
and around mapped units from [1]. In several cases, a          
series of ROIs were also used to investigate potential         
differences between layers of the SPLD or gradational        
changes across the contact between the SPLD and        
RSPC. Averaged spectra for each ROI were then        
evaluated for the presence of water and CO2 ice         
absorption features and indications of ice grain size. 

Initial Results: Excluding unit A2, which was not        
present in the CRISM observations we evaluated, at        
least two exposures of each mapped unit were        
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investigated with averaged ROI spectra. As expected,       
CO2 ice was dominant in the high-albedo upper surface         
of the RSPC, while H2O ice signatures were found in          
the lower albedo exposures around the cap margin, on         
the ramp scarps of eroded mesas, and in restricted         
windows of downwasted material (Fig 2B). 
 

 
Figure 2: A) subset of HiRISE ESP_041357_0935       
showing morphology of an isolated mesa of unit A0,         
the debris ramp that surrounds it, and an adjacent         
exposure of downwasted material. B) subset of CRISM        
FRT00007FA8 ICE browse product [7] showing      
elevated water content (green) in the mesa ramp and         
downwasted material. 
 

However, there is notable variability in ice content        
in some exposures, both within and across CRISM        
observations. In some cases the tops of A0 and A1          
mesas express deepening of the ~1.5 μm feature and         
suppression of albedo at ~3 μm (Fig. 3B), suggesting         
greater water content than would be expected; these        
exposures are found on smaller, apparently thinner       
mesas located nearer to the cap margin. Similarly,        
some mesa debris ramps exhibit stronger water ice        
features than others, such as the suppression of the CO2          
doublet at ~2.3 μm (green line in Fig 3C), but there is            
not a clear spatial correlation between them. There do         
not appear, however, to be significant differences       
between the overall nature of water content in mesa         
ramps and downwasted material. 

ROI investigation of the lower-albedo units of the        
SPLD did not reveal apparent compositional      
differences between visible layers, but the improved       
spectral processing allowed for clearer identification of       
absorption features, including a slight ~1.4 μm CO2        
absorption not referenced in [1].  

Conclusion: Despite their clear morphologic     
similarities, the units mapped by Thomas et al. (2009)         
[1] display spectral properties indicating variable ice       
compositions across the RSPC. Comparison of these       
results to the additional units mapped by Thomas et al.          
2016 [5] across more CRISM observations may help        
identify potential spatial and compositional drivers      
linked to morphology and/or erosional style.      
Ultimately, detailed spectral modeling of ice      

composition and grain size will be essential to        
determining the role of both water and CO2 ice         
properties on the formation of the RSPC’s diverse        
morphologies.  
 

 
Figure 3: Spectral plots showing A) CRISM type        
spectra for CO2 and H2O ices with annotations of key          
features, B) Averaged ROI spectra for mesa tops of         
units A0 and A1 displaying dominant CO2 ice features         
with varying indications of included water ice, and        
C) Averaged ROI spectra for mesa debris ramps of         
units A0 and A1 showing variable water content. 
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